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1. Welcome and Introductions 
Diana Bulley, Facilitator, Ideaspace, called the meeting to order at 1:02 p.m. and welcomed 
participants to the first meeting of the Liquid Waste Management Plan (LWMP) Public 
Advisory Committee (PAC). 

The Facilitator acknowledged the 10 local First Nations communities located within the Metro 
Vancouver region. Given that the meeting was held online, the facilitator also acknowledged 
all of the other First Nations on whose territories participants were located.  

Peter Navratil, General Manager, Liquid Waste Services, expressed appreciation to the PAC 
members for their participation on the Committee. The PAC was advised that new issues have 
emerged since the current LWMP was approved by the provincial government in 2011. The 
next plan will need to address the central challenge of continuing to protect and enhance our 
marine and fresh waters in the face of climate change in parallel with our developing 
understanding of the effects of contaminants on this environment – all while continuing to 
maintain value for service provided as many of our residents and businesses struggle with 
affordability. In addition to the PAC, Metro Vancouver (MV) has created a robust engagement 
strategy to reach out to the public and Indigenous communities to update the LWMP.  

2. Public Advisory Committee Purpose and Terms of Reference 
Xenia Dandridge, Engagement Coordinator, External Relations, informed that the purpose 
of the PAC was to advise on topics related to the development of the next plan, pose 
questions, engage in discussion, and provide comments for staff’s consideration as the plan 
is developed. The PAC will present recommendations to MV’s Liquid Waste Committee (LWC) 
after the ‘Strategies and Actions’ Phase (Phase 2) of the LWMP update, likely in early 2023.  

The meeting reviewed the PAC Terms of Reference, and the following was noted: 
• The PAC will exist for a period of up to three years from its first meeting date and will be 

disbanded following approval of the updated plan by the Greater Vancouver Sewerage 
and Drainage District (GVS&DD) Board 

• A separate Indigenous engagement strategy has been created, which outlines a 
government-to-government engagement approach, and which may occur outside of the 
scope of the PAC 

• The PAC includes a variety of perspectives related to wastewater issues, including 
technical experts, wastewater management specialists, business representatives and 
community members with an interest in wastewater topics 

• No votes will be held to determine the group’s position on issues or recommendations to 
MV 

• Where consensus exists, it will be noted and where it does not exist, minority opinions 
will be considered to have merit and will be noted 

• The PAC will select a Chair to present recommendations to the MV LWC after Phase 2 of 
engagement 

• The Chair’s role will include liaising with a MV Committee facilitator to lead meetings and 
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set agendas 
• Feedback provided by the PAC will be considered by MV as input to the development of 

the LWMP 
• Media requests will be directed to MV’s media relations team and individual members 

will not speak on behalf of the PAC unless it has been discussed and approved by the 
Committee in advance. 
 

3. Introduction to Metro Vancouver and Liquid Waste Management Plan 
Brent Burton, Division Manager, Utility Policy, Planning and Resilience, Liquid Waste 
Services, gave an on-screen presentation, which reviewed MV’s role in wastewater 
management and introduced the LWMP review and update process. Highlights included: 
• MV is composed of four separate legal entities:  

o The Greater Vancouver Water District (GVWD) was created to ensure adequate 
supplies of water in bulk to its members 

o The Metro Vancouver Regional District (MVRD) was formed to manage regional 
growth, air quality and the parks system 

o The Metro Vancouver Housing Corporation (MVHC) was formed to provide safe and 
affordable rental housing 

o The Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District (GVS&DD) was created to 
provide essential regional sewage and drainage services to its members 

• MV plans, builds, and operates a system of large sewers, pump stations and treatment 
plants that are connected to the smaller municipal sewer system 

• The performance of the regional systems is closely linked with the performance of the 
municipal systems 

• GVS&DD owns, maintains and operates regional trunk sewers and major wastewater 
treatment plants, regulates industrial waste discharges, completes roles in designated 
drainage areas, implements required regional actions in its plans including member 
support, reports on plan progress, and collaborates with others as appropriate 

• Member jurisdictions own and maintain collector sewers, implement local actions set out 
in the LWMP, manage stormwater systems, report on their progress on actions required 
in the plan, and set local land use plans and community development standards 

• Homeowners, businesses, and institutions own and maintain private property sewer 
connections and private stormwater management systems 

• In collaboration with participating members, GVS&DD performs designated roles in three 
urban drainage areas (Still Creek-Brunette River Drainage Area, Port Moody/Coquitlam 
Drainage Area and the University of British Columbia Drainage Area), 10 kilometers (km) 
of storm sewer, and 40 km of open channel streams including the Cariboo Dam at Burnaby 
Lake 

• Liquid Waste Management Plans are authorized and regulated through the 
Environmental Management Act and allow local governments to develop community-
specific solutions for wastewater management 

• LWMPs are approved by the Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy after 
completion of public and First Nation engagement to the Minister’s satisfaction 
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• The existing LWMP for MV and its members was approved in May 2011 with Ministerial 
conditions 

• An extension of the review cycle of the plan was approved by the Minister in 
September 2019 from eight to 10 years, along with a requirement to submit an 
engagement strategy for development of the next plan 

• The engagement strategy was approved by the Minister earlier in 2021 and the formal 
engagement process has now launched 

• Goals for the review of the existing plan include: 
o Protection of public health and the environment 
o Using liquid waste as a resource 
o Effective, affordable, and collaborative management 

• The plan should be updated to: 
o Continue protection of human health and the environment 
o Reflect current and emerging societal priorities 
o Meet legislative requirements 
o Align with other plans and policies 
o Use improved technologies and new scientific developments 

• The LWMP has links to Climate 2050, Metro 2050, the Clean Air Plan, the Drinking Water 
Management Plan, the Solid Waste Management Plan, and the Resilient Region 
Framework. 

 
The Engagement Coordinator continued the presentation, and noted: 
• The extension of the LWMP’s review cycle from eight to 10 years was approved by the 

Minister on the following conditions: 
o Involve and collaborate with Indigenous peoples (Ongoing) 
o Refresh Environmental Monitoring Committee Terms of Reference (Complete)  
o Review membership of Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group (Complete) 
o Submit one report for each of the GVS&DD receiving water bodies (Complete) 
o Promote transparency in monitoring reports (In progress) 
o Notify the public of sewer overflows in real time (In progress) 
o Prepare a review strategy for the LWMP (Complete) 

• The timeline for review and update of the LWMP, which is anticipated to take three-years 
• Engagement approaches: 

o Established committees for technical input 
o Municipal workshop series 
o Public engagement (e.g., forums, webinars, workshops) 
o Public Advisory Committee 
o Indigenous engagement 

• The MV Board (GVS&DD) is responsible for overseeing and monitoring the 
implementation of strategic utility plans including the LWMP, is informed by discussions 
and recommendations of the LWC, and is the ultimate Steering Committee decision 
maker 

• The LWC is a standing committee of the MV Board, which provides advice and 
recommendations on policies, bylaws, plans, programs, budgets and issues related to 
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liquid waste management under the GVS&DD service 
• Advisory Committees that will be engaged in development of the next LWMP, and may 

present to the LWMP PAC, include: 
o Regional Administrative Advisory Committee (RAAC) 
o Regional Engineers Advisory Committee (REAC) 
o Regional Financial Advisory Committee (RFAC) 
o REAC Liquid Waste Subcommittee (REAC-LWSC) 
o Environmental Monitoring Committee (EMC) 
o Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group (SILG) 
o Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Elimination Working Group. 

 
Tom Sadleir, Community Engagement Manager, External Relations, noted that through 
public engagement, MV is striving to provide greater transparency on the work required to 
implement the LWMP and the implications of that work. MV is interested to hear engagement 
ideas from the PAC to broaden public participation. 
  

4. Priorities for the Updated Plan 
The Engagement Coordinator reviewed preliminary feedback gathered from member 
jurisdictions regarding priorities. Areas of focus that were identified include: 
• Keep rates affordable and fair, and provide value for services 
• Engage and collaborate with those we serve, and integrate Indigenous perspectives 
• Integrate climate resiliency 
• Integrate improved performance metrics and streamline progress reporting 
• Accelerate action on wet weather flows, including those originating on private property 

from inflow and infiltration (I&I), that lead to sewer overflows. 
 
Public input was also gathered from a booth at the Pacific National Exhibition (PNE) in 2021. 
The most important issues identified for wastewater management included: minimizing 
sewage overflows to local waters, improving water quality in streams and creeks, and 
minimizing greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs).  It was noted that affordability considerations 
ranked lower in this forum. 
 
Under the existing plan, a biennial progress report must be sent to the Ministry. The following 
feedback was received on the 2019/2020 Biennial Report: 
• Musqueam Indian Band: 

o A desire for more collaboration with First Nations particularly where opportunities 
for innovation and revenue generating are concerned 

o Concerns regarding pollution from the Iona Island Wastewater Treatment Plant 
• Stand.earth: 

o Concerns regarding marine contamination from vessels. 
 

The Division Manager reviewed the draft vision statement and guiding principles for the 
updated LWMP and noted: 
• The vision statement: “Healthy Waters: For All. Forever.” 
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• “Healthy Waters” – Protect the waters that sustain life and make this region a great place 
to live, work and play 

• “For All” – Protect these waters for all life 
• “Forever” – Integrate inter-generational equity, including long-term environmental 

sustainability 
• The overarching guiding principle: Protect the health of the region’s peoples and 

environment 
• Supporting principles: 

o Innovate, strive for value and cost effectiveness, be resilient and adaptive to climate 
change 

o Collaborate closely with a range of organizations to achieve outcomes that are 
beneficial for all, share data on how we are doing openly and transparently, and 
coordinate with other initiatives taking place in the region 

o Integrate equity throughout, including fairness and justice, to address any biases in 
the wastewater system 

o Minimize greenhouse gas emissions and contributions of pollutants to the 
environment, including the ocean and our local rivers and streams 

• Most member jurisdictions support the vision statement and guiding principles; 
additional feedback included: 
o Affordability is key 
o Clarify principles versus goals, link goals to performance measures 
o Integrate climate resiliency and reconciliation 
o Integrate natural infrastructure for improved rainwater management 
o Broaden ecological focus (added “life” to vision) 
o Strengthen stormwater management language 
o The vision opens the door to a more integrated One Water approach. 

 
5. Working Together 

The Committee discussed how they would work together to update the LWMP using 
proposed focus topics as a guide. The Facilitator identified roles and responsibilities of the 
PAC as defined in the Terms of Reference: 
• Invest time and energy towards learning about the technical and regulatory aspects of 

wastewater and water management 
• Work constructively and collaboratively to address areas of mutual concern 
• The role of the Committee is advisory – no votes will be held to determine the group’s 

position on issues or recommendations to MV 
• Maximum of three meetings during each engagement phase but additional meetings 

can be scheduled at the discretion of the Committee. 
 

Proposed Focus Topics for PAC Meetings 

Phase 1: Vision, guiding principles, goals 

Meeting 1: Kick-Off 
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Proposed Focus Topics for PAC Meetings 
Meeting 2: Input on priorities, vision, and guiding principles. Staff presentations (December 2021) 

Meeting 3: Review Phase 1 engagement results and Phase 2 work plan (Early 2022) 

Phase 2: Strategies and actions 

Meeting 1: Review draft strategies and actions 

Meeting 2: Review draft strategies and actions 

Meeting 3: Develop recommendations to present to the Liquid Waste Committee 
 

By consensus, Peter Ross, Senior Scientist and Director, Water Pollution, Raincoast 
Conservation Foundation, and Deborah Carlson, Staff Lawyer, West Coast Environmental 
Law, were selected as Co-Chairs of the LWMP PAC. 

 
6. Action Items and Next Steps 

The following action items and upcoming engagement activities were reviewed with the 
Committee:  

Action Items and Engagement Activities  

Public and Indigenous Phase 1 engagement questionnaire October 26-November 30, 2021 

Public and Indigenous Phase 1 engagement webinars November 9 and 16, 2021 

Technical advisory committees Phase 1 engagement Ongoing 

Liquid Waste Committee and Board Phase 1 reporting  Early 2022 

Brent Burton, Division Manager, Utility Policy, Planning and 
Resilience, Liquid Waste Services to invite Andjela Knezevic-
Stevanovic to present to the PAC on Integrated Stormwater 
Management Plans (ISMP) and environmental monitoring. 

December 2021 

 
The Facilitator thanked Committee members for attending and advised that the next PAC 
meeting would be scheduled for December 2021. 
 
The meeting concluded at 2:57 p.m. 
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The following table summarizes comments provided by attendees, organized by topic, 
throughout the meeting.  Staff responses, where provided, are summarized in parentheses. 
 

LWMP Considerations 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Report should be reviewed to consider 
potential climate-related impacts. (A major consulting report was completed in 2019, which 
identifies future precipitation intensities for a range of future scenarios. MV strives to keep climate 
scenarios current as science evolves.) 

How are risk and resilience being considered? How is sea level rise being considered? Are different 
aspects of risk being considered? Are seismic risks considered? Anything posing a risk to the liquid 
waste system is something to be incorporated in the plan update. 
(These risks may be addressed through a scenario-planning approach; a similar approach was used 
for a regional long-term water strategy available on the MV website.)  

Will the plan link to Metro 2050 regarding containment boundaries and other liquid waste 
considerations? 
(There are general, high-level liquid waste considerations already integrated into the draft Metro 
2050 – for example, on infrastructure needs to support regional growth needs.  If new information 
was identified through the LWMP process that was substantive enough, then amendment of Metro 
2050 could be considered if appropriate; otherwise they would be addressed in the next version of 
the plan cycle.) 

A stormwater fee with a steep graduation based on percentage of tree canopy cover on properties 
could be proposed to financially incentivize property owners to add tree canopy. 
(Integrated Stormwater Management Plans (ISMPs) are led by member jurisdictions and MV has a 
regional coordinating high level role. MV hopes to improve financial incentives in the updated plan.) 

The stormwater tax base on tree canopy cover could be developed region wide as some 
municipalities do not have the financial capabilities to determine the tree canopy coverage for all 
property owners. 

Education and engagement with the public on the importance of water and the notion that it is a 
resource to cherish, value and protect is paramount. 

Many Indigenous nations are more connected to water than the average Canadian, which compels 
us to consider the added investment to protect the more vulnerable communities that value clean 
water more than the average Canadian. It may be a meaningful way to contribute to reconciliation. 

Affordability and accessibility are linked. Many Indigenous communities do not have the same 
accessibility to water as others. It is important to keep in mind that there are a broad range of 
communities that do not have the accessibility and infrastructure that others do. 
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Combined Sewer Overflows (CSOs) 

Combined sewer overflows are a large issue and can be expensive to control. What is the frequency 
and magnitude of the overflows? What is the proposed approach to handle the overflows? 
(CSOs currently occur regularly during wet weather and are being addressed primarily through sewer 
separation (i.e. into storm and sanitary systems).  This aligns with the approved LWMP and provincial 
regulation. A sewer separation approach leading to CSO elimination was selected to allow for 
affordable, phased replacement of combined systems as these facilities reach the end of their useful 
life.  In the Vancouver Sewerage Area, the approved deadline to eliminate CSOs is 2050; in the Fraser 
Sewerage Area, it is 2075.  Burnaby is nearing completion of its sewer separation program – 
Vancouver and New Westminster still have significant combined sewers requiring separation.)   

With respect to ISMPs, has there been any analysis/investigation into how that has rolled out? 
(The PAC may consider inviting Andjela Knezevic-Stevanovic to present on ISMPs completed to date 
and lessons learned.) 

The Committee should take into consideration what “affordable” means in regard to the 
elimination of CSOs. 
(Separation was selected in this region to allow for an affordable pathway towards elimination as 
these combined sewers reach the end of their useful life.  It also aligned with local factors such as 
high volumes of winter rainfall, rapid site redevelopment on private property allowing for private-
side separation, etc.) 

In terms of affordability, Portland conducted an experiment to infiltrate as much stormwater as it 
could in order to keep a combined sewer system. It saved money and added green infrastructure 
to the city. This could be a potential way to handle parts of the MV system.  Since implementing its 
“Rain City Strategy”, the City of Vancouver is considering alternative infiltration options (aka green 
infrastructure) to address CSOs.) 
(MV strives to maximize the potential for green infrastructure wherever sensible and has recently 
hired a consultant based out of the Netherlands to provide advice.  Keeping a combined system 
does have risk of ongoing CSOs, especially as the capacity of green infrastructure gets 
overwhelmed in wet weather.)   

Miscellaneous 

Most municipalities with in-ground basements pump water to street level to connect with the 
storm system. 

Are wastewater treatment facilities treating to the tertiary level?  
(MV is required to move towards secondary treatment for all wastewater treatment plants. Three 
facilities currently perform secondary treatment, two perform primary treatment, and three plants 
ready for renewal are planning for moving towards tertiary treatment. MV is considering a 
standardized approach across the region in future.) 
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7. Participants: 
 
Public Advisory Committee Members: 
Deborah Carlson, Staff Lawyer, West Coast Environmental Law (joined at 1:04 p.m.) 
Stephanie Chang, Co-Director, Masters of Engineering Leadership in Urban Systems, University 
   of British Columbia 
Lucero Gonzalez Ruiz, Biodiversity Campaigner, Georgia Strait Alliance 
Chi Ho Sham, President, American Water Works Association 
Lauren Brown Hornor, Vancouver Waterkeeper, Swim Drink Fish Canada 
Deborah Jones, Rain Gardens Coordinator, Cougar Creek Streamkeepers 
Jacek Redlinski, Director, Building Officials Association of BC 
Peter Ross, Senior Scientist and Director, Water Pollution, Raincoast Conservation Foundation 
   (joined at 1:04 p.m.) 
Graham With, Head Brewer, Parallel 49 Brewing Company 
 
Regrets: 
Julie Wang, Ambassador, Youth4Action 
 
Metro Vancouver:  
Abin Antony, Program Manager, Utility Planning, Liquid Waste Services 

Brent Burton, Division Manager, Utility Policy, Planning and Resilience, Liquid Waste Services 

Tina Chiu, Program Assistant, Liquid Waste Services (departed at 1:03 p.m.) 

Xenia Dandridge, Engagement Coordinator, External Relations 

Paul Kadota, Director, Policy, Planning and Analysis, Liquid Waste Services 

Peter Navratil, General Manager, Liquid Waste Services (departed at 1:06 p.m.) 

Tom Sadleir, Community Engagement Manager, External Relations 

 

Facilitator:  
Diana Bulley, President & Founder, Ideaspace    
 
Meeting Recorder: 
Kelsey Guenette, Minute-taker, Raincoast Ventures   
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